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President’s Message 
 
I would like to thank everyone for once again supporting me as your President. I welcome all the new members 
who have joined our Executive for 2016/2017 and thank those members who remained on the executive and as 
committee chairs. (pictured on page 9) 
 
Our Legion will be hosting the Bingo Night on June 1st at the Rideau Perley and the Pub Night on June 15th.  
John Villeneuve, Shirley Morris, Elizabeth Douville and I will be attending both events. If anyone else wants to 
come with us, please let me know. 
 
We will be hosting two barbeques for ROSS this summer on July 18th and August 15th. You must contact ROSS 
to get a seat. 
 
Our first barbeque will be on May 27th.  We are starting something new this summer with entertainment and the 
first night it will be “Reckless Highway” performing. Due to the price of beef we have had to increase the price 
of steaks from $16.00 to $18.00, all other prices will remain the same. Please contact Shirley Morris for tickets 
at 613-838-3721. 
 
On June 4th we will be having our Charter Night Dinner, for tickets please contact Shirley Morris at 613-838-
3721. This is your Legion so please support us and celebrate our 43rd year. 
 
Legion week is September 18th to 24th this year so our barbeque on September 16th will celebrate this with  
“Reckless Highway” entertaining. 
 
On Tuesday May 1st we had our annual visit from the Rideau Perley Vets. There were 21 Rideau Perley visitors 
and 9 of our members. The LA did the meal and thanks to all the ladies who made the salads, pies and served. 
Also, thanks to our barbequer Tom Louks. 
 
Our Poppy meeting will be held on May 24th at which time we will be making our final decisions on our Poppy 
donations.  We have been informed by Command that we can use Poppy funds to make donations for Fort 
McMurray. 
 
We are making a donation of $400.00 to the Richmond Village 200th Anniversary Committee - $200.00 each 
from Club 55 and the Branch. We were invited to the kick-off and Keith Thurrott arranged our colour party for 
the march. I was invited to represent our Legion by saying a few words. I was actually a dignitary sitting with 
Jim Watson, Pierre Poilievre and Scott Moffatt. 
 
I want to thank all the ladies who made and donated the salads for the "Spring Fling" - Judy MacKenzie, June 
Craig, Marg Hogan, Lis Olsen, Shirley Morris, Hilda Moore and Gisele Moore & Eileen Kavanagh who made 
and donated the devilled eggs. 
 
Well I guess I have said enough. I hope to see you during the summer at the barbeques -  enjoy the weather. 
 

Yours in Comradeship. 

Jane Louks 



 LA Report 
 
The annual elections will take place on  Monday, May 30 at 7 pm during the monthly meeting. 
The June dinner meeting and annual July pool party have not been confirmed but should be de-
cided on at the May meeting.  

                   
 

Ways & Means 
 

The summer barbeques will be starting on Friday May 27 and run from 4:30 
to 6:30 pm  -that is when the cooking will take place but everyone is wel-
come to hang around and socialize. This year there will be entertainment by 
some very talented people -  I guarantee you will enjoy their music. 
 

Barbeque dates are May 27, June 10 & 24; July 8 & 22; August 5 & 19 and 
September 2 and 16.   
 

Prices are as follows: steak platter $18; hamburger platter $9 and hot dog 
platter $6. 
 

We plan for 80 to 100 people per barbeque but once or twice a summer we go over the 100 person mark and so 
we have run out of salad on occasion. So if you could let us know that you plan on coming it would be a great 
help in the food planning.  
 

Please call Shirley Morris at 613-838-3721 to reserve your ticket - it would be very much appreciated if you 
could contact Shirley one or two days before the barbeque. Thanks in advance. 

 

 

             Club 55    
    
 The elections were held on the 5th of May and the Executive were returned 
for another term.  President Brian Goss, 1st Vice President Sharon Murphy, 
Secretary Edna Monahan and Treasurer Millie Kennedy were returned by 
acclamation. Thank you very much for your confidence.  
 
Club 55 is taking a somewhat pro-active role in the entertainment portion of Branch activities 
by their sponsoring efforts.  Currently we donate two door prizes for each dinner/dance.  On 

27 May the Branch/LA will begin the summer barbeque season and will occur every second week.  Club 55 will 
sponsor the entertainment following the first barbeque and again during the Legion Week in September.  The 
band called “Reckless Highway” consisting of local talent will perform from 7 to 9 pm.  If attendance justifies it 
they will play past 9 pm.  Band members are Adam and Michael McSheffrey, Shawn Brown, and two members 
from Kemptville. 
 
Our last meeting of the summer will be on the 2nd of June and then we will take a break for the summer, return-
ing in September.  See you then. 

 

Brian Goss 
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Darts Wrap Up 

    

Friday night darts wrapped up on April 22, 2016 with the championship games, dinner and awards given out. 
 
We had a few bumps in the road but overall I think everyone had a great time. We had to  play shorthanded 
more often this year than ever before and we only had a couple of spares so there were more 2 on 2 games 
played rather than 3 on 3. 
 
Fifteen points was the difference between first and last place for regular season play but after you split it into 
side A and side B only 6 points separated first and fourth place with 9 points separating fifth and tenth spot. 
The playoffs ran for 5 weeks and Side A teams ended up with 8, 14, 14 and 15 points and side B ended up 
with six teams with 12 points and one team with 13 points and you cannot get more evenly matched than that. 
 
Most wins Ladies was Lana Muldoon with 35 and for the Men was Tim Lytle with 31; High Score Ladies 
went to Cathie Lytle with 171 and for the Men three guys reached 140 - Eric Van Gaal, Curtis Kerr and Tim 
Lytle. Winner of side B was team #10: Mike Muldoon, John Villeneuve & Lis Olsen and Winner of side A 
and playoff champs was team #2: Tim Lytle, Chris Van Gaal and Karen Kerr. The season ended and the 
championship was decided with 3 straight wins by Chris Van Gaal. Below is a picture of most of the dart 
players - Curtis Kerr, Rosalind White, Jon Minogue and Shawn Grant missed the last night. A big thank you 
to Rosalind for being so gracious about being moved around from team to team for the first part of the year 
until we found a permanent spot on a team for her. She made many Fridays a ton easier for sure. 
 
I try to change up the awards night dinner and this year we went with a barbeque and thank you to Tom 
Louks for doing the barbequing and to Jane Louks for arranging the catering and clean up. Thanks to Sharon 
Murphy for tending the bar all year and to Shirley Morris and Jane Louks for taking care of our pre-Christmas 
evening snacks. 
 
I am still looking for someone to take over, or at least share, the running of the Friday night league.  I have 
booked the hall for registration on Friday, September 23 and 30 from 7 to 8 pm  and I will be more than will-
ing to help as much as I can.  I put the word out in February that we need someone but so far no response. 

 
All you dart players who were not happy with 
the way I did things: now is the chance for you 
to do it your way. Please call me at 613-838-
9696 if you are interested.  We have to decide 
by mid-August if darts is going to continue so 
we put the word out  for players, so please 
contact me as soon as possible.  
 

Wendy Ryan 
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Bits N Pieces 

 

As of this writing (May 20) we are still looking for someone to take on the position of Bar chair and if you are inter-
ested or maybe there are a couple of people who would be willing to share the duties, please contact our president, 
Jane Louks at 613-838-3244. 
 

I am still looking for someone to take over the Friday Night Dart League. It would be a shame to see the end of darts 
because it has been a great boon to the branch and it is a great social event for everyone involved.  I have booked the 
hall for registrations on September 23 and 30 so that is done for you already. Please call me at 613-838-9696 if you 
are interested. This is a great opportunity for those darts players who have been unhappy with the way I did darts to 
take over and do it any way you want! Don’t miss out on this golden opportunity. 

 

The branch executive decided to change their meeting time from evenings to mornings.  I believe the LA also meets 
in the morning now and the branch general meetings (which are held every second month) are also in the morning. 
So all meetings have been changed to morning meetings making it difficult if not impossible for branch members 
who hold full time jobs to attend meetings. Glad I skipped my usual heavy rant about coming out for meetings, espe-
cially the annual election, since wouldn’t I  be a hypocrite blasting others for not taking part when I am now unable 
to do so! 
 

I am no longer part of the executive, unable to attend the general meetings and not able to attend every function the 
way I used to, so I am finding it more difficult to stay informed about what is going on at the branch and unable to 
pass it on to others via this bulletin. This means that I have to rely on committee chairs to send me information about 
their particular areas and the branch in general. Your columns are due the THIRD FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH BY 
6 PM and the only exception is July when I do not do a bulletin. I have tried asking, emailing and calling but still not 
getting a lot of information. (Good thing I have lots of jokes!) 
 

On another note entirely, I am not sure which news made me angrier: seeing on CJOH at 6 that our local food banks 
are in dire straits due to the influx of Syrian refugees using these resources  or  reading that  Dominion Command 
has donated $500,000 from Poppy funds to the Invictus Games! And now Poppy funds can be used to aid Fort 
McMurray! 
 

For those of you wondering what the Invictus Games are, this endeavour is a new initiative spearheaded by Prince 
Harry enabling disabled veterans to participate in yearly Olympic-games like program held in different locations 
around the world.  These games and the donating of these Poppy dollars does nothing for the veterans who are suf-
fering from PTSD, are homeless, helpless and fighting our government for the physical, mental and financial help 
they need, deserve and more than earned. These are our younger vets by the way - our WWII vets seem to be well 
taken care of having everything from house cleaning to window washing and various aids and equipment provided 
to them. Our so called veterans advocates don’t seem to be accomplishing much for the latter day veterans that’s for 
sure  If this is where the Legion poppy dollars are going to be spent count me out!   
 

What the heck is happening to our tax dollars that Mr Trudeau has been throwing at the refugee program?! Guess 
the plan wasn’t thought all the way through was it Mr Trudeau? Saw a great Ted Talk about how unsustainable im-
migration is for the western world and how abandoning the middle east to the militants is not the solution! The plan 
should be to retake the middle eastern countries from the militants and terrorists and the young, able bodies and edu-
cated citizens should be working to rebuild their homelands. Great ideas and very thought provoking! 
 

Instead we bring in more unemployed and unemployable people and abandon our own homeless and helpless to 
whatever happens to happen. Thank you to all those who voted in Mr. Trudeau and his cohorts - they do go well 
with Ms Wynn and company! Where and when will it all end - elections are years away and I fear  what will happen 
to us poor hardworking Canadians who have no say and no choice when it comes to  them taking our hard earned 
money and doing whatever they like. Mr Trudeau most of us have not inherited a fortune! Yikes! 

Wendy Ryan 



 Legion Learning (from the Manuals) 
 

Ritual Awards & Protocol Manual  CHAPTER 3     Pages 48 to 51 
Protocol 
In any organization, the observance of established normalities of protocol enhances and promotes the image 
of the organization. Given the autonomous nature of the Royal Canadian Legion, a set of recommended 
protocol guidelines, consistently applied across all levels of our organization, will bring recognition and 
respect.  Protocol is essentially the observance of official formality and etiquette. It is centuries old and 
modern as today. It is based on human understanding and the experience of interrelationships and provides 
stability and dignity in the conduct of affairs between people and nations. When applied to any situation at 
any level, protocol is the rule of observing etiquette and adhering to the order of precedence and correct 
procedure. It considers official ceremonies, privileges and ensures proper recognition and respect for posi-
tion and office. In this section of the manual, we include Legion Meetings, Order of Precedence, Parades, 
Banquets and Protocol at Functions. Other protocol regarding such items as Legion Dress, Initiation of 
Members, Installation of Officers, Ceremonies and Events, Legion Funerals, Flags and Colour Parties etc., 
can be found in other sections of this manual.  
 
LEGION MEETINGS 
 
THE SOVEREIGN’S PICTURE 
301. Displaying the Picture. It is the custom to display pictures of the Sovereign in a place of honour in 
Legion halls and on formal occasions such as a convention. 
302. The picture is to be fixed to the centre of the wall directly behind the chair that the Chairman occupies 
during a meeting. Should this position not be practical, the  picture is to be fixed to the wall that can be de-
scribed as the wall of the room opposite the Chairman. A picture of the Sovereign may also be placed at the 
back of the hall in addition to the one affixed to the centre of the wall directly behind the Chairman. This 
picture should be fixed to the wall centred in the same position as the one located behind the Chairman at 
the front of the hall. In doing so, this will eliminate those at the head table and on the stage of the hall from 
doing an about turn during closing ceremonies. 
303. Should a picture of the consort be displayed, this picture and the picture of the Sovereign will be cen-
tred on the selected wall. The two pictures are to be displayed at the same level and the picture of the Sov-
ereign will be on the left when looking at the two pictures. 
 
OPENING CEREMONY 
304. Emblems. In addition to the above, the emblems of the Legion shall be suitably displayed as follows: 
a. The poppies in a bowl in front of the chairman;  
b. The Legion badge on the front of the lectern; 
c.    The torch where it is plainly visible. 
305. Colour Party. The Colour party shall be in a position of readiness at the rear of the hall. 
306. Opening Ceremony. The text that follows is the Ritual for the Opening Ceremony. 
 
THE CHAIRMAN: 
The meeting will stand at attention.  
Sergeant-at-Arms, march on the Colours. 
(For the details of colour party procedure, see Figure 3-1 on page 49 of the manual) 
We will now sing our national anthem.                                          

    (after the anthem proceed as follows) 
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Before we proceed to the consideration of the business which has brought us together, let us pause to 
think reverently of  those of our comrades who by sea, by land and in the air, laid down their lives for 
their Sovereign and country. Their sacrifice will ever inspire us to labour on, to the end that those 
who 
survive and need our aid may be assured of assistance, and that the country in which we live, and for 
which they died may ever be worthy of the sacrifice they made. During The Silence, we will remember 
our fallen comrades and those who have passed on since we last gathered together. (The names of the 
persons are to be spoken) 
LAST POST (optional). 
THE SILENCE  
LAMENT The playing of the Lament is optional; however, if played it is to occur after The Silence. 
Rouse (optional). 
307. The Act of Remembrance. The text that follows is the Ritual for the Act of Remembrance. 
THE CHAIRMAN ONLY:  They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old; Age shall not weary 
them, nor the years condemn. At the going down of the sun and in the morning We will remember 
them. 
THE MEMBERS ONLY: We will remember them. 
THE CHAIRMAN: Sergeant-at-Arms, deposit the Colours. (When the Colours have been placed) Col-
our Party will retire. Please be seated, I now declare the meeting open. 
 
ORDER OF BUSINESS 
308. The following is a suggested order of business for Legion meetings. 
a. Opening ceremony; 
b. Introduction of guests; 
c. Initiation of new members; 
d. Admission of transferred and reinstated members; 
e. Minutes of the last general meeting and intervening meetings; 
f. Business arising from the minutes; 
g. President’s report; 
h. Treasurer’s report; 
i. Correspondence; 
j. Reports of standing committees; 
k. Reports of special committees; 
l. General business and new business; 
m. General welfare of the Branch and/or Legion; 
n. Special feature (speaker, film, etc.); 
o. Motion of adjournment; 
p. Closing ceremony. 
CLOSING CEREMONY 
309. Closing Ceremony. The text that follows is the Ritual for the Closing Ceremony. 
THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting will stand at attention. Sergeant-at-Arms, prepare to march off the 
Colours.  
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS: Colour Party, QUICK MARCH. 
The Sergeant-at-Arms will give the necessary commands to retrieve the colours  
310. The colour party will advance to the Colours, pick them up to the carry and stand firm. 
THE CHAIRMAN: The business of this meeting being concluded let us, as we part,  (continued …) 



 remember our duty to our Branch, our comrades, our country and our Sovereign. May we ever strive 
to promote unity and the spirit of comradeship, never forgetting the solemn obligations we have as-
sumed as members of The Royal Canadian Legion and remembering them, may we ever pray. 
 
THE MEMBERS: Lord God of Hosts, Be with us yet, Lest we forget, Lest we forget. 
THE CHAIRMAN: We will now sing “THE ROYAL ANTHEM”. (after the anthem…) 
Sergeant-at-Arms, march off the Colours. 
311. The Sergeant-at-Arms will give the necessary commands and march off the colour party  
I now declare this meeting closed. 
 
From the Editor: 
 
The Executive Officers are:  The President,  Immediate Past President, Vice President (s), Secretary, Treas-
urer, (Secretary-Treasurer) and Sgt-at-Arms. 
 

The Executive Committee is made up of the Executive Officers (if unpaid positions) and the elected (usually 
not more than 6) or appointed members.  
 

Committee chairs are NOT part of the Executive Committee although those elected or appointed to the execu-
tive are encouraged to be a Committee Chair but they do not have to be.  
 

In our branch most of the elected/appointment committee members are  also committee chairs. But all the 
committee chairs are not automatically part of the executive and not entitled to or required to attend the ex-
ecutive meetings.  
 

If any member wants to question, suggest or discuss any topic, changes or policies of the branch with the ex-
ecutive they must first obtain permission to attend an executive meeting. Or just bring it up at a general meet-
ing. 
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2016 Executive Officers & elected executive members: back row Louis Seward (Chaplain); Tom Louks; 
John Villeneuve (1st vice); Jane Louks (President); Jack Lemyre (By-Laws) Brian Goss. Seated: Elizabeth 
Douville (secretary); Joanne Heinbuch; Mavis Lewis (Ways & Means). Louis, Tom Jack, Brian & Mavis 
were all acclaimed as executive members. Absent: Shirley Morris (treasurer) and Gerry Blair (elected) 



 Spiritual Ponderings 

 
Reflection #96 -   Easter Sunday (2016) 
 
A quote from the late prolific author Anais Nin (ana’is nin – February 21st, 1903 – Janu-
ary 14, 1977) “The possession of knowledge does not kill the sense of wonder and mys-
tery. There is always more mystery”. I’m sure that you have all heard the idiom that is 
often used to distinguish between people who are generally positive in nature to those 
who tend to be rather negative in their outlook on life – the comparison between “seeing 

the glass half full or the glass half empty”. Glass half full – alludes to optimism, enthusiasm, hopefulness. In 
sharp contrast Glass half empty emphasizes pessimism, lifelessness, defeat.  It’s no wonder that for the most 
part followers of Jesus both past and present don’t really want to spend too much time in front of the “empty 
tomb”, even less enter it – it’s not even “half empty” – its apparently completely empty! “On the first day of 
the week, at early dawn, they came to the tomb, taking the spices that they had prepared. They found the 
stone rolled away from the tomb, but when they went in, they did not find the body”. One can certainly ex-
cuse the loyal women in Luke’s Resurrection narrative who had witnessed firsthand, albeit at a distance, the 
crucifixion of their inspiring teacher, mentor and close friend Jesus and who immediately after the Sabbath 
made their way to the tomb where his lifeless body was taken so that they could prepare it properly for burial.  
You can excuse them for not wanting to loiter around the empty tomb for too long. They had expected to find 
Jesus body there and it wasn’t.  However, thankfully they did receive a satisfactory explanation from two men 
in dazzling clothes as to what had transpired and the message that they had heard needed to be shared with the 
apostles as quickly as possible. But what about us, we have heard the story on numerous occasions and we 
already know that it has a happy ending so can we not spend a bit of time at the empty tomb? What’s the 
rush? Is there not something there that can be a lesson for us – a teaching moment – a revelation of one sort or 
another? As gruesome as Good Friday is with Jesus having been humiliated, savagely beaten, and crucified 
we have found a way to make that solemn event meaningful to us regardless of our Theological perspective. 
We can make sense of it even if we don’t all agree as to what Jesus’ death on the cross might mean.  The 
same can be said of the much joyous celebration of Easter – life beyond the grave – our deepest fear replaced 
by hope. Once again although there may be divergent views as to what “Resurrection” might possibly mean 
for us, there is nevertheless a certain comfort level that binds us all together. Two book ends of human experi-
ence – Good Friday and Easter Sunday but what about the empty tomb? Spare me from having to spend too 
much time, staring blankly into a dark and empty space. Such a total waste of time or is it? I quote from Jack 
Good’s book, “The Dishonest Church”; “A few months ago my wife and I were visiting the St. Louis Art Mu-
seum. As we made our way through the section devoted to Asian art, I was taken by a disarmingly simple 
work done by the artist Aoki. With a broad brush stroke he had enclosed a circle, black on white.  
 
The inside of the circle, vacant space to the Western eye, was, as explained in the accompanying material, the 
critical center of the work. This center was given a name: Enso, apparently from a Japanese word that means 
“performance”. What the practical Western mind insists is open (and therefore wasted) space is, for this artist, 
the center of spiritual activity. That which the artist had left untouched carried profound significance. Aoki 
wanted us to consider the possibility that the focus of divine activity is not where we see something, but 
where there is nothing. The Western mind wants to rush into this space and fill it with attributes and dogma. 
We should pause before doing so. God is Mystery. Openness is necessary”. “Aoki wanted us to consider the 
possibility that the focus of divine activity is not where we see something, but where there is nothing. The 
Western mind wants to rush into this space and fill it with attributes and dogma. We should pause before do-
ing so. God is Mystery. Openness is necessary”. So very true isn’t – we, in the Western world are always try-
ing to fill up space, fill in the gaps – we perceive emptiness similar to silence, it makes us feel very  



 uncomfortable. As a result we are quick to find ways to fill our emptiness following a devastating loss, we are 
quick to finish someone else sentence if they are too slow in their delivery or if they are searching for words, 
we are quick to jump to conclusions as many who are affected by an “invisible handicap” have occasionally 
found out  while parking their vehicles in spaces reserved for them as well as those who have handicaps that 
are much more noticeable and we are quick in judging someone based on their skin colour, ethnicity,  reli-
gious beliefs, economic status, gender etc. We fill the gaps with our prejudices, words, music, activities, our 
cell phones, our ipods and ipads – we are transfixed to a screen – mentally stimulated and entertained almost 
24 hours a day. In his editorial for this week’s “Stittsville News” Charles Gordon recounts a recent driving 
excursion to the United States. When he stopped for gas he couldn’t help but notice a T.V screen at the gas 
pump. He goes on to say, “TV is coming. Signs of its inevitability are all around us. There are roadside res-
taurants where you can feed quarters into little TV sets to make them play. There are TV screens over urinals. 
There is music being pumped into the out-of-doors from inside shopping malls. So far there is neither music 
nor television in the forest, but soon someone will recognize that lack and move to correct it. Already, wifi is 
being available in national parks”. The disturbing thing is our awareness of the unhealthiness of what is hap-
pening to us and yet our perceived inability to do anything about it – our sense of hopelessness and helpless-
ness in spite of it all. We know what it might feel like to be run off our feet, exhausted, on the verge of a total 
meltdown, we know what it might feel like to be in a relationship where we feel that we are suffocating – 
where we have very little time for ourselves, we know what it might feel like to want more out of life than 
what we are presently experiencing and yet the most that we can muster in response is the newly expressed 
cliché  - “O well, it is what it is” – acceptance or resignation? I suspect the latter. As for the realm of Relig-
ion, “Emptiness” and “Mystery” makes many people also feel uncomfortable.   
 
Everything needs to have a rational explanation in fact drop the word “rational” everything simply needs to be 
explained away.  We need certitude. Isn’t that one of the appeals of Biblical literalism, you can avoid mystery 
- the gaps are filled - there is only one path, no other interpretation possible and therefore only one natural, 
predictable outcome. The same can be said of course about Fundamentalism of any kind and we can all sadly 
witness firsthand almost daily the dire consequences of this extremely narrow mindset. The Easter story re-
minds Christians, year in and year out with eyes fixed primarily on the “empty tomb” that creating spaces for 
rest, for quiet, for reflection, for solitude, for prayer and meditation are essential not only for the general 
health and welfare of the individual but also for the development of an adult faith. The Easter story “raises 
up” the awareness that deep in our heart of hearts we yearn for space and that we are drawn to, inspired by 
and feel our souls come alive and liberated when we embrace the conviction that God is Mystery. The Easter 
story reveals that the empty tomb is far from empty – the tomb might no longer contain the body of Jesus but 
it is nevertheless full of God’s presence and activity! The Easter story offers us hope for the journey and light 
to guide our way. Thanks be to God! Amen 
 
“Darkness is not dark to you; the night is as bright as the day; darkness and light to you are both alike”. Psalm 
139:11 
 

Fr Michel 



 Spiritual Ponderings 

 
Editor’s Note: I messed up last month and repeated Fr Michel’s March reflection so this month there are 
two reflections to get us back on track  . 
 
Reflection #97 John 20:19-31  
 
I think that we would all agree that setting standards on certain things pertaining to one’s health and safety 
can be extremely important – at times even critical, for example all vehicles nowadays have seat beats and 
air bags to minimize injury to a person(s) that might be involved in a automobile accident – baby cribs are 
certified, food and pharmaceuticals have to be approved before being displayed on the shelf for consumers 
etc. However as honourable as these things are, there are also countless examples whereby Governments at 
all levels have deliberately set and swiftly implemented standards ignoring the fact that under certain cir-
cumstances a well facilitated process of public consultations would have been much more beneficial not to 
mention might have saved a lot of money and time in the long run. Under some of these cases a standard is 
implemented no matter how ridiculous it may appear, becomes law and enforced. People have no other re-
course but to comply to the bylaw or regulation or else suffer the financial consequences or worst still risk 
the possibility of jail time. A few years ago our parish became a “victim” of a standard imposed by a Gov-
ernment Ministry concerned with roads and safety. The end result is a silver guardrail that runs almost 200 
feet along the beautiful Quiet Garden property on Fowler St. and yet another 200 feet on the other side of the 
road. I suspect that the guardrail was put there in order to prevent cars from veering off the road and into the 
Arbuckle Drain. I’m all for safety but reason would have dictated that since no report has indicated that 
something like this has ever happened at this particular location, something more practical and less elaborate 
might have been considered. The current guardrail is a bit of “overkill” to say the least and to make matters 
worse sure isn’t pretty especially when compared to what was there previously – nothing – au naturel. After 
several failed attempts trying to persuade those who are in positions of influence to advocate on our parishes 
behalf and have our concern’s raised, I had to finally abandon the cause for the sake of my sanity. Instead, in 
defiance of what had transpired and out of a strong desire to transform the eyesore to something that is more 
visually attractive, we began last year to plant orange lilies all along the 200 feet of silver guardrail. Hope-
fully the lilies will be resilient enough to overcome the winter road salt, and if they can, then I think that we 
are all in for a real treat. Those lilies will look pretty spectacular one day – they spread like crazy, stay in 
bloom for quite some time and will salvage the visual appeal of our property.  
 
Even though this entire “guardrail” fiasco was extremely frustrating for me personally it did make me much 
more mindful and appreciative of things of beauty, especially things pertaining to nature. It made me reflect 
further upon the whole question of aesthetics and how in general this issue is rarely considered when infra-
structure is planned – often seen as a “luxury” no more, no less and here once again is an area where the 
Christian Church Community might consider being a bit more pro-active and in doing so have a positive 
influence on society. Although not identified officially as one of the “group of seven” sacraments along with 
Baptism, Holy Eucharist, Confession and Absolution, Holy Matrimony, Confirmation, Ordination, and 
Anointing of the Sick , “Beauty” certainly qualifies as one when placed within the context of  St. 
Augustine’s 5th Century definition of a sacrament, “an outward and visible sign of an inward and invisible 
grace”.  Beauty is a powerful agent of Divine presence, creativity and connection – beauty can have a direct 
effect on our physical, emotional and spiritual well-being – it can fill our hearts with joy and peace. “Flowers 
always make people better, happier, and more helpful; they are sunshine, food and medicine for the soul”. 
Luther Burbank.  Shortly after designating the property surrounding the church as a “Quiet Garden” in the  
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 summer of 1999-2000 our congregation became a member of the world-wide Quiet Garden Movement – the 
vision of Philip Roderick, an Anglican priest currently working in the Diocese of Oxford, England.  
Philip believed that the peace and enjoyment of a garden could easily become a ministry of hospitality and 
prayer – a means for contemplation and spiritual refreshment. The first “Quiet Garden” opened at Stoke Po-
ges in Buckinghamshire, England in September 1992 and since then the concept of establishing intentional 
quiet garden spaces at people’s homes, churches, schools, hospitals and even prisons has evolved considera-
bly. There are 300 “Quiet Gardens” registered worldwide and ours is proudly one of them.  
 
Over the last couple of weeks we have heard on the news about some very disturbing events, the terrorist 
attacks in both Brussels and Lehore, Pakistan which claimed the lives of so many innocent people including 
infants and young children not to mention the ongoing tragic and volatile situation in the Middle East, 
namely Syria. Understandably so, one can easily become totally discouraged and feeling helpless in the face 
of such atrocities. Several weeks ago I saw a You Tube video that had gone viral taken by a Russian drone 
flying over parts of Syria showing miles and miles of collapsed buildings - grey stone rubble – stark and de-
pressing. This week my imagination went wild for a few minutes after reading the latest “Quiet Garden 
Newsletter” and I could visualize this absolutely amazing garden in the very midst of the devastation. Given 
the power of beauty and nature I saw humanity coming to its senses – humanity being restored - a transfor-
mative moment from bloodshed to an enduring peace – a living metaphor of the story, “Beauty and the 
Beast”. In a way a similar thing is taking place in our post Easter Gospel lesson from St. John – instead of a 
“garden” – it’s “Jesus”. Jesus is “selling” hope to his little band of followers who have not only locked the 
doors where they are staying to prevent those sent to arrest them from entering but they have also unknow-
ingly locked the doors where they are staying preventing them from “leaving” because of the paralyzing na-
ture of fear. Jesus meets them where they are and liberates them from their own tombs of despair empower-
ing them to rise above their fears in order to journey forward in hope and purpose - of which as we know 
they courageously did.  
 

“Living as we do in a world that suffers so much, two opposing possibilities can easily tempt us: either to 
turn our backs and live oblivious to the pain or to allow the pain to overwhelm us and despair to take up resi-
dence in our hearts. The truly faithful option is to face the pain and live joyfully in the midst of it. Those who 
suffer most remind us of how tragic and arrogant it would be for us to lose hope on behalf of people who 
have not lost theirs. They are teachers of joy”. - Joyce Hollyday             
 

Fr Michel 

 

 

Feel free to enter the  

Peacefulness of the  

Quiet Garden at  

St John The Baptist Anglican Church  

Fowler & York Sts. Richmond.  

Walk the path of the Labyrinth. 

Join us for worship on Sundays 

       838-6075 or 838-9643 

Engineering, Excavation  
And Site Work 

 

• Engineering services 
• Road and parking lot construction 
• Septic systems design and installation 
• Excavation and backfill 
• Sewer and water installation and repair 
• Site decommissioning and remediation 
• Heavy equipment rental 

 
6206 Perth Street, Richmond, Ontario K0A 2Z0 

Ph-613-838-RABB (7222)  Fax -613 838-3364 



  

Points to Ponder 
 
SOCIAL VALUES? 
Somehow I found it more than a bit disturbing that the death of a pop star out-trumped details of the final ver-
dict in the Mike Duffy trial/debacle as the lead news item, even on the CBC. Not being a fan of Prince, but 
being a Canadian taxpayer, I was far more interested in learning about a judge’s rationale for finding The 
Duff not guilty on all charges. Now I want to know how much money was squandered on this farce of a trial. 
And why Prince is still topping the news agenda.  
 
ANOTHER RIPOFF: 
Ontario taxpayers paid  $294 million to IBM to create a software system to manage the 
welfare system. Over a period of 18 months, there were endless problems. The govern-
ment’s solution? Give IBM another $32 million to fix it.  I want a warranty on things I 
buy for $30. And I usually get one. A carbon dioxide monitor that went haywire after 
about a year was promptly replaced at no charge, no questions asked.  How many welfare 
recipients could have actually been helped, rather than “tracked,” with the $326 million 
that’s going into IBM’s coffers? 
 
LOONEY LITIGANTS: 
An Illinois woman decides to sue Starbucks for putting too much ice in its cold beverages, thus robbing her of 
10 ounces of coffee. She’s promising to include everyone who ever bought an iced coffee from the chain….. 
she wants $5 million. Good luck with that. 
 
WHO THINKS THEY’LL ACTUALLY GET AWAY WITH THIS? 
A 21-year-old Malaysian girl is accidentally credited with $4.6 million by a bank. Four years ago. What does 
she do? Spends most of it on luxury goodies for herself. Guess who wants their money back? Guess who got 
arrested? 
 
WHAT’S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE? 
First, the federal government rushes to bring in thousands of Syrian refugees. Then it 
rushes to find them housing. Then it rushes to get them welfare payments. Now it seems 
puzzled to learn that most of them are using food banks because the welfare payments 
aren’t sufficient. They also need rent subsidies because the welfare payments aren’t suffi-
cient.  Apparently with all that rushing, no one took a nanosecond to figure out that bring-
ing in a large number of unemployed, and for who knows how long, unemployable people 
into the country might cause a bit of a problem. Duh! 
 
WHIZ WAS: 
Back in the day, I was a fairly devoted fan of Cheez Whiz – the real stuff, not the knockoffs.  When the price 
became outrageous, I gave up buying it. A while ago, regular-sized jars were on sale for a pretty acceptable 
price, so I grabbed two. Who knew someone had tampered with the original formula for this cheese-less proc-
essed junk that used to taste so good on equally junky Bacon Dipper crackers? It’s no longer smooth and 
silky. The texture is now almost gritty, and what little flavour it used to have is gone. I’m sure somewhere 
along the line it was advertised as “new and improved.” It isn’t. 

 

Lynne Owen 
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Sad but true … 

 Sound advice for everybody in Canada and other places, as appropriate.  
 
Sometime this year, we taxpayers will again receive another 'Economic Stimulus' payment.  
This is indeed a very exciting program, and I'll explain it by using a Q & A format:  
Q. What is an 'Economic Stimulus' payment?  
A. It is money that the federal government will send to taxpayers.  
Q. Where will the government get this money?   
A. From taxpayers.  
Q. So the government is giving me back my own money?  
A. Only a smidgen of it.  
Q. What is the purpose of this payment?   
A. The plan is for you to use the money to purchase a  high-definition TV set, thus stimu-
lating the economy.  
Q. But isn't that stimulating the economy of China ?   
A. Shut up. 
Below is some helpful advice on how to best help the Canadian Economy by spending 
your stimulus check wisely:  
 
* If you spend the stimulus money at Wal-Mart, the money will go to China or Sri Lanka .  
* If you spend it on gasoline, your money will go to the Arabs.  
* If you purchase a computer, it will go to India, Taiwan or China ...  
* If you purchase fruit and vegetables, it will go to Mexico, Honduras and Guatemala ...  
* If you buy an efficient car, it will go to Japan or Korea.   
* If you purchase useless stuff, it will go to Taiwan.   
* If you pay your credit cards off, or buy stock, it will go to management bonuses and they will hide it off-
shore.  
 
Instead, keep the money in Canada  by:   
1) Spending it at yard sales, or   
2) Going to ball games, or   
3) Spending it on prostitutes, or   
4) Beer or   
5) Tattoos.  
(These are the only Canadian businesses still operating in Canada)  
 
Conclusion: Go to a ball game with a tattooed prostitute that you met at a yard  sale and drink beer all day 
 

No need to thank me, I'm just glad I could be of help. 
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 Politically Incorrect Humour 
 
MEDICARE PLAN  G: Say you are an older senior citizen and can no longer take care of yourself and the 
government says there is no Nursing Home care available for you. So, what do you do? You opt for 
“Medicare Plan G”.   The plan gives anyone 75 or older a gun (Plan G) and one bullet. You are allowed to 
shoot one worthless politician. This means you will be sent to prison for the rest of your life where you will 
receive three meals a day, a roof over your head, central heating and air conditioning, cable TV, a library, and 
all the Health Care you need. Need new teeth? No problem. Need glasses? That's great. Need a hearing aid, 
new hip, knees, kidney, lungs, sex change, or heart? They are all covered!  As an added bonus, your kids can 
come and visit you at least as often as they do now!  And, who will be paying for all of this? The same gov-
ernment that just told you they can't afford for you to go into a nursing home.  And you will get rid of a use-
less politician while you are at it. And now, because you are a prisoner, you don't have to pay any more in-
come taxes!   Is this a great country or what?  Now that I've solved your senior financial plan, enjoy the rest 
of your week! 
 
 
The real Miss America . 
This 19 year old ex-cheerleader now an Air Force Security Forces Sniper, was watching a road that led to a 
NATO military base when she observed a man digging by the road. She engaged the target (she shot him). It 
turned out he was a bomb maker for the Taliban,  
and he was burying an IED that was to be detonated 
when a US patrol walked by 30 minutes later. It 
would have certainly killed and wounded several 
soldiers. The interesting fact of this story is the shot 
was measured at 725 yards. She shot him as he was 
bent over burying the bomb. The shot went through 
his butt and into the bomb which detonated; he was 
blown to pieces. The Air Force made a motivational 
poster of her. (Folks, that's a shot 25 yards longer 
than seven football fields – about 7/10 of a mile) 
And the last thing that came out of his mouth .. was 
his ass! 
 
 
A little old man shuffled slowly into the 'Orange Dipper', an ice cream parlor in Naples, and pulled himself 
slowly, painfully, up onto a stool.  After catching his breath, he ordered a banana split.  The waitress asked 
kindly, 'Crushed nuts?' 'No,' he replied, 'hemorrhoids. 
 
 
A man had two of the best tickets for the Stanley Cup Final. As he sits down, another man comes along and 
asks if anyone is sitting in the seat next  to him. "No", he says, "the seat is empty."  "This is incredible!" said 
the man, "who in their right mind would have  a seat like this for the Stanley Cup Final, the biggest sporting 
event of the year, and not use it?"  He says, "Well, actually, the seat belongs to me. My wife was supposed to 
come with me but she passed away. This is the first Cup Final we  
haven't been to together since we got married."  "Oh... I'm sorry to hear that. That's terrible. I guess you 
couldn't find someone else, a friend or relative or even a neighbour to take the seat?"  The man shakes his 
head... "No. They're all at the funeral."  
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Health & Wellness 
 
 Here  is  a few things you may like to think about  
 
Arthritis   
How much do you really know about controlling arthritis symptoms?  So much of 
what's written in the popular press or advertised on radio and TV has very little to 
do with what doctors know works  best.  
 
You've  heard that distance runners are destined to develop osteoarthritis.  Will years of pounding really wear 
out an athletic person's joints? FALSE 
 
When the COX-2 inhibitors, Vioxx and Bextra, were pulled off the market for causing cardiovascular prob-
lems, arthritis sufferers were deprived of a class of drugs that provided better pain relief than NSAIDs.  FALSE 
 
A  naturally-occurring compound called SAMe,  found in all living cells, offers us a important new tool for 
controlling arthritis symptoms.  FALSE 
 
 Since rheumatoid arthritis “runs in the family”,  it means that your children run a high risk of developing it if 
you have the genetic marker for the disease. FALSE 
 
Gout, often called “the disease of kings”, develops in everyone whose diet is rich in purines, which are found 
in alcohol and certain meats and sea foods.  FALSE 
  
So much for that! 
 
Insect and Tick bites - -    Tips  to avoid being bit.  The best way to stop the spread of vector-borne infections 
is to prevent insect and tick bites in the first place.  Follow the tips to avoid being exposed: 
 
*Remove outside sources of standing water that provide a breeding ground for mosquito, such as birdbaths, 
planters, and pet bowls. 
*Keep window and door screens in good condition. 
*Keep your yard free from piles of leaves and mow the lawn often. 
*Avoid wooded, brushy or  grassy areas that may be tick-infected. 
*During outdoor activities near where ticks and mosquitoes may live, wear light colored clothing so you can 
easily see and remove ticks and insects.  Wear long sleeves and long pants, tucking pant legs into your socks or 
shoes to cover skin. A hat helps, too. 
*Use an insect repellent on your skin or clothing.  Repellents recommended for their effectiveness include 
those containing DEET, picaridin,IR3535, permethrin and oil of lemon eucalyptus.  Avoid clip-on and wrist-
band devices since they may not be as effective as spray-on or rub-on DEET products.  Use high-concentration 
DEET products with care because some may cause neurological problems. 
*Check your clothing and skin for ticks when you return indoors.  Check pets, too. 

 
 Excerpts from Scientific American       

Millie Kennedy, KGFE 
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Jim Gleason 01-Jun 

Millie Kennedy 01-Jun 

Wendy Ryan 04-Jun 

Bob Lawless 05-Jun 

June Craig 07-Jun 

Susan Grant 10-Jun 

Marg Hogan 11-Jun 

Josee Levesque 18-Jun 

Johnny Villeneuve 18-Jun 

Alton Gilhuly 30-Jun 

Keith Thurrott 30-Jun 

You’re Invited 
 

June 4,2016 
Richmond Legion 

43rd Annual Charter  Night Celebration 
And Honours & Awards Evening 

 
Tickets: $25 each. 

Call Shirley Morris at 613-838-3721. 
 

Tickets Must Be Picked Up & Paid for by May 30th. 

Missing Coat: 
 

Man's coat was  taken by mistake from the legion on December 23rd, 2015. 
The cost is blue and has a zip-in lining.   

Please call Barbara Janssens at  613 838 5052 for further information. 



Please  

Support 

Our  

Advertisers! 



 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

1 
Exercise 

 

2 
Club 55 

meets 10 am 

3 
Exercise 
Euchre 

 

4  
Charter 
Night/  

H&A Dinner 

5 6 
Exercise 

7 
Foot Care 

Clinic 
Movie 

8 
Exercise 

 

9 
Joint Branch 
& LA execu-
tive meeting 

10 
Exercise 
Euchre 
BBQ 

11 

12 13 
Exercise 

14 15 
Exercise 

 

16 
Executive 
meeting 

17 
Exercise 
Euchre 
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Father’s 
Day 

20 
Exercise 

21 
Movie 

22 
Exercise 

 

23 24 
Exercise 
Euchre 
BBQ 

25 

26 27 
LA meets 

28 29 30  

 

June 2016 

 

 The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 625   
6430 Ottawa St.  Box 625,  

Richmond, Ontario K0A 2Z0 
 

  Phone 613-838-2644     
E-mail: richmondlegion@hotmail.com  

 Website: www.richmondlegion.ca  

Exercise begins at 9 a.m.     Coffee is served each weekday at 10 a.m. 
Euchre is 1:00 p.m. Movie is 2 pm 

 
June 4: Charter Night Dinner tickets $25. Cocktails 6 pm. Roast Beef Dinner at 6:30.  

 
June 9 2016: Semi-annual Branch & LA Executive meeting  

 
Barbeques: 4:30 to 6:30  - music till 9 pm. 


